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Candidates Too Similar on
Immigration Issues Warns
Committee
The U.S. Border Security
Committee is warning that
the two major party presidential tickets have way too much
in common on the issue of immigration and that no matter
who wins the election,
opponents of Amnesty for
illegal immigrants likely will
have a major fight on their
hands next year.

The Dream Act, legislation
which was blocked by Senate
filibuster in 2010, is popular
with both major candidates.
Just in time to boost support
among Latino voters, President Obama issued orders to
stop deportations of illegal
immigrants for those individuals who would have qualified
Continued on page 3 “Similar”

Paul Ryan has supported the Dream Act
Amnesty scheme in the past.

Party Conventions Highlight
Hispanics, Ignore Border
Security Supporters
Both the Republican and
Democrat party conventions
proved one fact without a
doubt: the two major parties
desperately want the Hispanic
vote.
Republicans featured Hispanic rising stars, such as Sen.
Marco Rubio, New Mexico

Gov. Susana Martinez, and
Texas Senate candidate Ted
Cruz. Democrats responded
with talk-show host Cristina
Saralegui (a.k.a. the Latina
Oprah), convention keynote
speaker Julian Castro, the
mayor of San Antonio, and
Continued on page 3 “Conventions”

While Mexico teeters on the edge of civil
war and America’s borders remain wide
open, the Democrats’ celebrated Benita
Veliz, an illegal alien student.

Border Security
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a game out of this serious
matter isn’t that different than
the attention border security
issues have received by most
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Drug cartels continue to build
incident.
and American Border Patrol
their narco subs deep in the
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The bridges are covered
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by video cameras but since
Although park organizers
this incident, the international claim that the intent is not to
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railway commission has
train but rather to discourage
Borders!
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cameras to prevent another
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We have to hand it to the
Democrat National Committee for showing their true
colors in HD during the national telecast of the party
convention in Charlotte. Illegal immigrant Benita Veliz
spoke at the podium during
the festivities as part of the
outreach designed to appeal to
Hispanic voters -- the fastest growing ethnic voting bloc in the

Enclosed is my contribution
of:
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Similar (continued from page 1)
for the Dream Act, namely
students who were smuggled
into the country as children.
The Democrats hope to placate Hispanic voters by allowing for a new, temporary legal
status to most illegal immigrants under age 30 and for
those individuals to qualify
for employment.
Republican challenger Mitt
Romney, while he has somewhat opposed amnesty for
“dreamers” and their families,
is demonstrating a willingness to compromise on the
issue in order to curry support from Hispanic voters. He
didn’t significantly criticize

the President for his illegal
Amnesty executive order and
his running mate Paul Ryan
has a very mixed record on
Amnesty. Paul Ryan has even
supported the Dream Act in
the past.
To his credit, Ryan did vote
against the 2010 Dream Act
legislation and supports EVerify checks on job applicants. However, in 2011 Ryan
supported budget cuts of $600
million from border security
and immigration enforcement.
“Unfortunately, neither the
Republican nor Democratic
tickets this year are solidly
pro-border security,” says

Conventions (continued from page 1)

illegal alien student Benita
leaders in your community,
Veliz.
your state, and our nation.”
“I’m tired of the politicians
spending all their time pandering to the Hispanic communi“It is clear to me that
ty while not paying any atten- the Democrats simply
tion to the crisis in Mexico or
don’t want our votes
the fact that our borders are
and the Republicans
still wide open,” complains
believe that we will vote
Committee National Spokesman Steve LeBlanc.
for their candidates no
“It’s critical all border
matter what,” explains
security supporters vote in
Committee National
the elections this fall for the
Spokesman Steve
candidates who most closely
reflect your beliefs and values. LeBlanc.
And, if possible, vote early to
LeBlanc believes that supinsure that your vote is counted and your voice is heard by porters of tough border secu-
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National Spokesman Steve
LeBlanc. “Regardless of
which party sits in the Oval
Office after the next election, there is no doubt that the
White House and Congress
will be bombarded by proamnesty and immigration
reform forces already preparing for another attempt to pass
permanent relief for “dreamers” and to expand benefits
and legal status to illegal
immigrants. We are hoping
for the best but I fear we are
in for a huge fight this spring
no matter what happens on
Election Day.”

rity measures are being taken
for granted by both Democrats
and Republicans.
“Well, that may or may not
be true. We’ll see how these
elections turn out. However,
if anyone believes that the
American people actually
support illegal aliens and want
them to remain in our country,
they are sorely mistaken. All
they need to do is look at the
U.S. Border Security Council’s
track record on preventing
an Amnesty bill from getting
through Congress. We have a
lot of supporters and we care
about this issue. Don’t mess
with us!”
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While the U.S. Border Security Council can’t endorse candidates
for public office, we can and do urge every American who cares about our
border and immigration crises to vote and vote as early as you possibly can.
The next President and Congress will undoubtedly have to deal with
the deteriorating situation in Mexico and the ever increasing problem of
illegal immigration.
I also fully expect that Amnesty Plus, which we’ve managed to bottle
up in Congress for two year now, will be introduced again in January. We
will need as many border security patriots in office as possible in order to
stop it!
Please remember to vote for whichever candidate or candidates you
believe will help us secure the borders and protect our families.
				

Keep fighting for America,

				
				
				
				
				

Steven J. LeBlanc
Former Sergeant, U.S. Army
Operation Desert Storm Combat Veteran
For the U.S. Border Security Council		

Obama’s Illegal Uncle Shows
Huge Flaws in the U.S. System
President Barack Obama’s now
notorious uncle, Onyango Obama, was
arrested on drunken driving and other
charges in August of 2011. However,
that’s only part of the story. Before his
arrest Uncle Omar, was a fugitive from
deportation since 1992 – nearly 20
years – and he managed to not only receive a Massachusetts driver’s license,
but to also to have issued a federal
Social Security number.

“Unfortunately there are millions
of Uncle Omar’s out there right now
who are able to skirt the law, get Social
Security numbers and remain in the
U.S. illegally. The real problem remains that no one along the way at US
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) puts a stop to an acknowledged
illegal alien being granted a Social
Security number, “ says Steve LeBlanc,
“This gaping hole needs to be ad-

dressed immediately.”

The Social Security Administration
is authorized to issue SSNs to legally
admitted immigrants, but refuses to answer questions about what happens to
that number if the immigrant is ordered
deported.
“Typical of the Washington shuffle,
Massachusetts pointed at the Social
Security Administration, which in turn
pointed questions to the Department
of Homeland Security, which oversees ICE, which enforces immigration
law, and ICE is saying that it cannot
comment on specific cases without a
privacy waiver signed by Obama or his
representative,” said LeBlanc.
Before 1995, if an immigrant applied for asylum in the US, they were
automatically granted work authorization and a corresponding SSN. How-

ever the Social Security Administration
has no uniform method to revoke or
“freeze” the SSN once granted. That
means aliens who overstay visas or
legal residents deported for criminal
activity can continue using their issued
SSNs with impunity. “This is insane.
There must be a way to revoke Social
Security numbers from people who
have been ordered to be deported,”
LeBlanc says. Part of the nationwide
E-Verify program would requirement
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to block SSN verification
of aliens who have been deportation
orders or by temporary workers whose
visa is expired. However, illegal alien
supporters vigorously oppose E-Verify.
And so thousands of Uncle Omars
remain in the U.S. using “legitimate”
Social Security numbers.

